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Abstract
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The study of a transversal theme such as bad conscience in the work of Constant requires a
particular methodology. The lack of homogeneity in the writings of this author disqualifies both
biographical and generic approaches, and a holistic perspective is required. An investigation into
the moral consequences of bad conscience offers the possibility of both taking the diversity of the
writings into account and of entering upon the enticing question of sincerity, which is infallibly
linked to every study of bad conscience in literature. This study demonstrates how the moral
categories composing the psychological affect represented by bad conscious are realised in the
work of Constant. In this study the four main types of his work, writings on religion, politics,
literary writings and personal writings, have been compared. First from the angle of remorse,
which has been demonstrated to serve as the object of controversy in the relations between
people in Constant’s theoretical writings. Remorse is also the most obvious manifestation of bad
conscience in his literary and personal writing. Secondly, the philosophical ground for suffering
is emphasized and thereafter it is shown that suffering is altogether the cause and effect of bad
conscience in his literary and personal writing. Thirdly the characteristics of dissimulation are
distinguished so that dissimulation forms the base of Constant’s condemnation of the instances
that tried to dominate mankind by making it guilty as well as the origin of guilty behaviour both
in his characters and in the author himself.
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